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“La Manufacture, ending its year-long
world tasting tour, invites you to wander through
Asia with the participation of the chief
chocolatier and roaster, Quentin Gaigneux,
Pierre Tachon and Agathe Singer.
Explore tropical forests and mangroves brought
to life by a dance of birds of paradise.
Tigers, elephants and monkeys are also
present to accompany you along a journey
which promises to provide a wonderful,
delicious change of scenery!”

|
ALAIN DUCASSE
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ADVENT
CALENDAR
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The image of the Asian Tiger reigns supreme,
surrounded by cacao tree leaves and lotus flowers.
Signed by the talented illustrator Agathe Singer,
this image hides Asia-inspired pralinés and ganaches.
Each day is an invitation to explore the Silk Road
and discover the different origins of cacao such as
Java, India, or even Bali. The individual character of
each kind of cocoa bean lends its distinct flavor to
our calendar. Patience will be required in order to wait
until the 24th to reveal the most anticipated treat.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.
Illustration by Agathe Singer.

ADVENT CALENDAR 2022
+/- 185g | 44,55€ HT | 47€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 6 to 8 weeks

TIGER CANDY BOX
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The biggest of the cats lends its image to our
candy box. Inside this Asian Tiger can be found
the Manufacture’s coconut praliné bells and hazelnut
caramel praliné bites. Open, assemble, taste…
and roar with delight!
The Candy Box is easily shipped and protected by
its customized packaging.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

TIGER CANDY BOX +/-440g
Dark chocolate | 56,87€ HT | 60€ TTC
Milk chocolate | 50€ HT | 60€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 4 to 6 weeks

CHRISTMAS BOX
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Roam along the Silk Road and explore the flavors of
the Asian continent in our Christmas Box. Begin
with seven Orgin Ganaches, including those from
Philippines, Bali, Java and India. Then travel from
Far East Asia towards the west with our exclusive
recipes: sake, wasabi, Hojicha Japanese greet tea,
Myanmar coffee, Nepalese timut, not to mention
Marsala Chai Indian tea…
Illustration by Agathe Singer.

CHRISTMAS BOX (30 PIECES)
+/- 240g | 42,65€ HT | 45€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 2 to 3 weeks

HEXA-ELEPHANT
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This year, the Asian Elephant adorns the Manufacture’s
Mendiant. It majestically decorates a fruity,
pronounced dark and a fruity smooth milk chocolate.
Behind its unfolded ears, tusks and trunk are hidden
figs, candied oranges, almonds and pine nuts from the
Island of Beauty. Fruity and crunchy, this elephant is
eagerly waiting to be shared with the family.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

HEXA- ELEPHANT (6/8 SLICES)
+/- 210g
Dark or milk chocolate | 21,67€ HT | 26€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 4 to 8 weeks

BABY ELEPHANT
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Attractively wrapped in our transparent sachet,
our Asian Baby Elephant will be the perfect little
something for your guests. Write a name or message
on the tag and you have a gourmet place holder.
Our Baby Elephants travel in herds and are ready to
roam across your holiday dining table.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

BABY ELEPHANT +/- 25g
Dark chocolate | 4,74€ HT | 5€ TTC
Milk chocolate | 4,17€ HT | 5€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 8 to 12 months

HEXA-MONKEY
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The Asian Monkey decorates our praliné hexagon.
Take a bite to discover an irresistible cocoa nibs
praliné. Be careful — this is a mischievous monkey
and might slip through your fingers!
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

HEXA- MONKEY (INDIVIDUAL) +/- 70g
Dark or milk chocolate | 13,33€ HT | 16€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 4 to 8 weeks

CHRISTMAS
SQUARES BITE
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Sample the best Asian cocoa crus! Take off on journey
along the Silk Road and visit Java, India, Thailand, Bali
and even the secret island of Samba! Small, signaturebeveled squares will lead you on an exploration of
the flavors and subtleties of these regions.
Illustration by Agathe Singer.

BOX 30 PIECES - 3 ORIGINS
DARK AND MILK CHOCOLATE
Java 45%, Indian 75%, Thailand 85%
150g | 18,01€ HT | 19€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 8 to 12 months

BOX 50 PIECES - 5 ORIGINS
DARK AND MILK CHOCOLATE
Java 45%, Samba 60%, Bali 75%, Indian 75%,
Thailand 85%
250g | 27,49€ HT | 29€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 8 to 12 months

TRUFFLES
Our truffles are only available in season.
(from November to the end of January)

TRUFFLES BOX
—
Dark Ganache, Vanilla Ganache and Chestnut Cream.
BOX 15 PIECES
+/- 150g | 22,75€ HT | 24€ TTC
BOX 27 PIECES
+/- 260g | 35,07€ HT | 37€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 2 to 3 weeks

ORIGINS TRUFFLES BOX
—
Truffles Black Ganache from Peru
BOX 15 PIECES
+/- 150g | 22,75€ HT | 24€ TTC
BOX 27 PIECES
+/- 265g | 35,07€ HT | 37€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 2 to 3 weeks

WHISKY TRUFFLES BOX
—
Truffes Ganache Whisky
BOX 15 PIECES
+/- 150g | 22,75€ HT | 24€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 2 to 3 weeks
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HEXA-STAR
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Hoisted to the top of the Christmas Tree or placed
on your holiday dining table, our Star, as if created
from raw materials, will shine on until the New Year.
Under its stylized facets, you will discover
the Manufacture’s traditionally-made, indispensable
hazelnut praliné.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

HEXA-STAR (INDIVIDUAL) +/- 70g
Dark or milk chocolate | 12,50€ HT | 15€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 4 to 8 weeks

DIY
DOUBLECHOCOLATE
CHRISTMAS TREE
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In this new version the Christmas tree becomes
hexagonal. The hexagons are made of milk and dark
chocolate, to please all the lovers of pure chocolate.
Surprising, playful and delicious, it is sold flat and
accompanied by white gloves for assembly.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

CHOCOLATE CHRISTMAS TREE DOUBLE CHOCOLATE
+/- 320g | 45,83€ HT | 55€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 8 to 12 months

DIY DRIED FRUITS
CHRISTMAS TREE
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Here is the Manufacture’s Christmas Tree is hexagonal.
The six hexagons in chocolate have been adorned
with 3 recipes: organic cereals and dried fruits,
caramelized almonds and hazelnuts.
To build and share together with family or friends.
Surprising, playful and delicious, it is sold flat
and accompanied by white gloves for assembly.
An exclusive creation by Pierre Tachon.

CHOCOLATE CHRISTMAS TREE - MENDIANT+/460g
Dark chocolate | 58,67€ HT | 62€ TTC
Milk chocolate | 51,67€ HT | 62€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 4 to 8 weeks

CHRISTMAS
CHOCOLATE
BLOCK
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A praline-almond bar covered in chocolate and
adorned in all its finery: dried and candied fruit.
Beautiful and playful, young and less young alike will
enjoy breaking the pieces off the Christmas bar after
a meal, to share...

CHRISTMAS CHOCOLATE BLOCK +/- 1100g
Dark chocolate | 107,50€ HT | 129€ TTC
Milk chocolate | 107,50€ HT | 129€ TTC
—
Shelf life : 4 to 8 weeks

CHRISTMAS AT LA MANUFACTURE
NET
WEIGHT
IN GRAMS

PRIX
UNITAIRE
HT

PRIX
UNITAIRE
TTC

VAT RATE

SHELF LIFE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH*WIDTH*HEIGHT

ADVENT CALENDAR

185G

44,55€ HT

47€ TTC

5,50%

6 TO 8 WEEKS

40CM*35CM*3CM

TIGER CANDY BOX
DARK CHOCOLATE

440G

56,87€ HT

60€ TTC

5,50%

4 TO 6 WEEKS

15CM*15CM*4CM

TIGER CANDY BOX
MILK CHOCOLATE

440G

50€ HT

60€ TTC

20%

4 TO 6 WEEKS

15CM*15CM*4CM

CHRISTMAS BOX
30 PIECES

240G

42,65€ HT

45€ TTC

5,50%

2 TO 3 WEEKS

27CM*10,9CM*2,6CM

HEXA-ELEPHANT
DARK OR MILK CHOCOLAT

210G

21,67€ HT

26€ TTC

20%

4 TO 8 WEEKS

20,5CM

BABY ELEPHANT
DARK CHOCOLATE

25G

4,74€ HT

5€ TTC

5,50%

8 TO 12 MONTHS

-

BABY ELEPHANT
MILK CHOCOLATE

25G

4,17€ HT

5€ TTC

20%

8 TO 12 MONTHS

-

HEXA-MONKEY
DARK OR MILK CHOCOLATE

70G

13,33€ HT

16€ TTC

20%

4 TO 8 WEEKS

10,5CM

CHRISTMAS SQUARES BITE
DARK AND MILK CHOCOLAT

150G

18,01€ HT

19€ TTC

5,50%

8 TO 12 MONTHS

11,3 CM*7,2CM*3,5CM

CHRISTMAS SQUARES BITE
DARK AND MILK CHOCOLATE

250G

27,49€ HT

29€ TTC

5,50%

8 TO 12 MONTHS

18,3CM*7,2CM*3,5CM

TRUFFLES BOX
15 PIÈCES

145G

22,75€ HT

24€ TTC

5,50%

2 TO 3 WEEKS

10,4CM*11CM*2,6CM

TRUFFLES BOX
27 PIÈCES

260G

35,07€ HT

37€ TTC

5,50%

2 TO 3 WEEKS

17,6CM*11CM*2,6CM

ORIGINS TRUFFLES BOX
15 PIÈCES

150G

22,75€ HT

24€ TTC

5,50%

2 TO 3 WEEKS

10,4CM*11CM*2,6CM

ORIGINS TRUFFLES BOX
27 PIÈCES

265G

35,07€ HT

37€ TTC

5,50%

2 TO 3 WEEKS

17,6CM*11CM*2,6CM

WHISKY TRUFFLES BOX
15 PIÈCES

150G

22,75€ HT

24€ TTC

5,50%

2 TO 3 WEEKS

10,4CM*11CM*2,6CM

HEXA-STAR
DARK OR MILK CHOCOLATE

70G

12,50€ HT

15€ TTC

20%

4 TO 8 WEEKS

10,5CM

DIY DRIED FRUITS
CHRISTMAS TREE
DARK OR MILK CHOCOLATE

460G

51,67€ HT

62€ TTC

20%

4 TO 8 WEEKS

41,5CM*30CM*5CM
PRODUCT HEIGHT:
20 CM

DIY DOUBLE-CHOCOLATE
CHRISTMAS TREE
DOUBLE CHOCOLAT

320G

45,83€ HT

55€ TTC

20%

8 TO 12 MONTHS

41,5CM*30CM*5CM
PRODUCT HEIGHT:
20 CM

CHRISTMAS
CHOCOLATE BLOCK
DARK OR MILK CHOCOLAT

1KG

107,50€ HT

129€ TTC

20%

4 TO 8 WEEKS

42,7CM*30,5CM*3,7CM
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OUR ADRESSES
LA MANUFACTURE DE CHOCOLAT
ALAIN DUCASSE
40, rue de la Roquette 75011 Paris

LE COMPTOIR ABBESSES
34 rue des Abesses 75018 Paris

LE COMPTOIR ANNONCIATION
26 rue de L’annonciation 75016 Paris

LE COMPTOIR CAP 3000 CORSO
Avenue Eugène Donadeï
06700 Saint-Laurent-Du-Var

LE COMPTOIR CHERCHE-MIDI
|
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47 Rue du Cherche-Midi 75006 Paris

LE COMPTOIR CLER
53 rue Cler 75007 Paris

LE COMPTOIR COMMERCE
72 rue du Commerce 75015 Paris

LE COMPTOIR DAGUERRE
15 rue Daguerre 75014 Paris

LE CORNER AUX
GALERIES LAFAYETTE
35, boulevard Haussmann 75009 Paris

LE CORNER GALERIES LAFAYETTE
CHAMPS-ELYSÉES
Le Food Court – niveau -1
60 avenue des Champs-Élysées
75008 Paris

LE CORNER EN GARE DU NORD
TERMINAL TRANSMANCHE
DEPART EUROSTAR
18, rue de Dunkerque 75010 Paris

LE COMPTOIR LA CANOPÉE
Forum des Halles, Porte Rambuteau
75001 Paris

LE COMPTOIR LÉVIS
44 rue de Lévis 75017 Paris

LE COMPTOIR MARTYRS
13 rue des Martyrs 75009 Paris

LE COMPTOIR MOUFFETARD
104 rue Mouffetard 75005 Paris

LE COMPTOIR PALAIS ROYAL
11 Rue des Petits Champs 75001 Paris

LE COMPTOIR PONCELET
7 rue Poncelet 75017 Paris

LE COMPTOIR SAINT-BENOIT
26, rue Saint-Benoît 75006 Paris

LE COMPTOIR SAINT-CHARLES
124 Rue Saint-Charles 75015 Paris

LE COMPTOIR SAINT-HONORÉ
9, rue du Marché-Saint-Honoré 75001 Paris

LE COMPTOIR VALLÉE VILLAGE
Centre commercial La Vallée Village,
3 cours de la Garonne 77700 Serris

LE COMPTOIR VICTOR HUGO
105 avenue Victor Hugo 75016 Paris

LE CORNER TERMINAL 2E
Aéroport Roissy Charles de Gaulle
Les Halles - Terminal 2E
Niveau 2 - zone réservée aux voyageurs
95700 Roissy-en-France

LE CORNER TERMINAL LIAISON B-D
Aéroport Roissy Charles de Gaulle
Les Halles - Liaison Terminal B et D
95700 Roissy-en-France

LE COMPTOIR VERSAILLES
15 rue Maréchal Foch 78000 Versailles
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CONTACTS FOR
CORPORATE GIFTS
SALES DEPARTMENT
—
|
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Celine ROGER
Responsable Commerciale / Sales Manager
Email: Celine.Roger@ducasse-paris.com
M.: +33 6 69 28 51 91

Juliette de Souza Marques
Sales Executive
Email: Juliette.Desouzamarques@ducasse-paris.com
M.: +33 7 62 85 20 50
Marion Girard
Commerciale BtoB & Événementiel / Corporate Sales & Event
Email: marion.girard@ducasse-paris.com
M.:+33 6 15 42 40 93

All the prices are indicated in euros (€), shipping fees excluded.
The products are subjected to French VAT.
We reserve the right to modify the prices at any time.

LECHOCOLAT-ALAINDUCASSE.COM

Photography credits: Pierre Monetta, L’Atelier Mai 98
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GENERAL TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF SALE
TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
The confirmation of your first order with our corporate sales
department automatically engages the creation of a Customer
account with your billing information.
In order to place your order, the Customer commits to enter all
the necessary information to the order processing :
Choice of products, quantity ordered (from 20 products), billing
address, delivery address, delivery date, payment method,
order checkout, acknowledgement of the General Terms &
Conditions of Sale, order payment accordingly to provided
conditions.

ORDER CONFIRMATION
Our sales coordinators will confirm your order placement and
payment by email.
In order to best guarantee your order, please kindly return this
document signed and confirmed “Read and approved”.
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For our new customers, the total payment is requested at the
signature of the quotation. No order will be taken into account
without a proof of bank transfer.
After validation by the sales department, some companies and
major accounts may benefit from a payment deadline of 30
days after receipt of the invoice.
The payment of the order must be made by bank transfer to the
account below :
- Bank transfer
IBAN : FR76 1020 7000 9021 2164 3937 648
BIC : CCBPFRPPMTG
All receipts will be sent shortly after the dispatch of your order
to the email address you have signed up in the tab “Contact
Invoice Payment”. In case the billing email address in your
customer account is not accurate, the payment will be requested
from your company.

ORDER MODIFICATION OR CANCELLATION
According to article L221-28 of the French Consumer Code, the
14-day cooling-off period shall not be applied to the following
contracts:
- Supply of customised confectioneries or under
specifications of the consumer
- Supply of perishable agri-food products
However, and as far as possible, a modification or cancellation
by the consumer may be taken into account in the extent that
the package is in preparation and has not yet been delivered to
the carrier. This possibility is assessed on a case by case basis.
In the event of cancellation, the Customer will be refunded for
his order.
However, from the moment the package is sent by mail or
courier, no modification or cancellation can be taken into
account and the payment will not be refunded.

DELIVERY CONDITIONS
Chronopost: Mainland France, Corsica and Monaco – Delivery
under 24 to 48 hours.
Coursier: Paris and inner suburbs – Delivery under 24 hours.
Europe: Delivery under 48 to 72 hours.
In regards of delivery to multiple addresses, no address
modification will be taken into account upon signature of the
quotation.
During peak periods (Easter, Christmas – from 12/01 to 12/31),
order preparation times and delivery times may be lengthened.
The delivery date is guaranteed with the exception of:
- Case of force majeure
- Case of transportation strikes
- Extreme weather conditions (floods, snowfalls, storms)
- Under the condition that the delivery address is precise,
accurate and complete (including door code, floor,
telephone)
The customer service of Chocolat Alain Ducasse will contact the
customer to organise the delivery of a new order, if they wish,
at their own expenses including the shipping fees and product
price.
No product price or shipping fee refund will be possible in case
of an unsuccessful delivery due to imprecise, inaccurate and
incomplete delivery information communicated to Cabosse &
Associés.
- Under the condition that the recipient of the order will
be present at the delivery
Please kindly note that orders are not shipped or delivered on
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, the days before and after public
holidays.
Orders shipping to a post office box address will neither be
confirmed nor processed.
In case the recipient or any person able to receive the package
is absent during the delivery, the carrier will leave a note
indicating the procedure for picking up the package.
Under no circumstances may Cabosse & Associés be held
responsible for a delay in delivery or any deterioration of the
products due to their late collection from the carrier. Cabosse &
Associés means, by late collection, any collection made two (2)
days after the first delivery attempt of the carrier.
For the carrying delivery, we draw your attention to the fact that
after the failure of the 2nd delivery of your product and without
any news from you (despite our reminders), Le Chocolat Alain
Ducasse informs you that the remaining parcels will be
automatically sent to your company address.
However, if the expiry date allows it, we will inform you that a
3rd delivery may be considered subject to the payment of this
service at your expense.

CLAIMS AND REFUNDS
(SEE BELOW)
The customer must ensure the conformity of the delivery with
their order.
Any claim must, to be taken into account, be made within the
day of the delivery by email to the following address: service.
client@ducasse-paris.com
Any claim must be reasoned and accompanied by proof of the
damage suffered (bill of lading, photos of the parcel received ...).
Any disagreement in regards of the billing process will only be
taken into account within eight (8) days after the invoice date.
The claim should be made to the sale coordinator in charge of
the order.

FEES
The prices indicated on the purchase order are stated in Euros
VAT included.
Milk chocolate, white chocolate, filled chocolates, when not in
the state of bonbons are subjected to a VAT rate of 20%.
Dark chocolate and chocolate bonbons are subjected to a VAT
rate of 5.5%. Bonbons refer to any products of which the size
does not exceed 5cm and the weight does not exceed 20g.
The shipping fees are supplements. The delivery fares may vary
depending on the destination, the weight and the volume of the
package. For further information regarding these fares, you may
contact us.
There are no import taxes within EU countries. For other
countries, taxes and custom fees may occur and will be at the
expenses of the customer.

GUARANTEE AND PRESERVATION
The products on sale are in compliance with the applicable
regulations in France. In accordance with the law, Cabosse &
Associés assumes two guarantees: the guarantee of conformity
and the guarantee relating to the latent defects of the products.
The deadline for the consumption of Cabosse & Associés
products is indicated on each packaging. It differs depending
on the variety of products selected.
Cabosse & Associés guarantees the quality and freshness of its
products, provided that they are kept in a dry and cool place
(between 15°C and 18°C) away from light, moisture and odours.
1. Legal guarantee of conformity
In compliance with article L.217-4 of the French Consumer
Code, CABOSSE is required to deliver items in conformity with
the confirmed order and respond to any defects as stated
during the delivery.
According to article L.217-5 of the French Consumer Code:
"To be considered in conformity with the contract, the
item must:

1. Be ready for usage as normally expected by a similar
product and must, if applicable :
- Match the description as given by the seller and possess
the same characteristics the latter has presented under
the form of samples or models.
- Possess the characteristics that a buyer can legitimately
expect from public affirmations by the seller, the producer
or their representative, including in advertising and
labelling.
- 2. Or to possess characteristics defined by a mutual
agreement between parties or to be appropriate for any
kind of special usage expected by the buyer which has
been declared to and accepted by the buyer. "
When it comes to the legal guarantee of conformity, the
Customer:
- has a period of 2 years from the delivery of the items to
make a claim to Cabosse & Associes
- may choose between the replacement and the refund of
the product, with reservations of the pricing conditions as
stated by article L.221-9 of the French Consumer Code.
- is not obligated to prove the existence of the conformity
defect within 24 months from the delivery of the items.
2. Legal guarantee of latent defects
According to clauses foreseen by the articles from 1641 to
1649 of the Civil Code, CABOSSE is also required to assert the
guarantee against latent defects of the delivered items which
make them unusable, under the condition that the buyer proves
the existence of the latent defect and within a period of 2 years
from the discovery of the defect (article 1648 of the Civil Code).
In the case of application of the guarantee against latent
defects, the Customer may choose between the cancellation of
the sale or a reduction of the selling price (provisions of articles
1644 of the Civil Code).

FORCE MAJEURE
Cabosse & Associés may not be held liable in case of nonperformance or delay in the performance of one of its
obligations described in these T&C which result from a case of
major force (war, riot, protestation, strike, blockade or difficult
traffic, damage affecting the installations of Cabosse,
epidemic…).

PROHIBITIONS
The Customer must not under any circumstances resell the
products that are intended for his personal use or that of the
recipient of his order.
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